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The Department of Political Science organized Constitution Day
on November 26th at SN Bose Hall, featuring a seminar focused
on 'India: The Mother of Democracy.' The event aimed to delve
into various aspects of Indian democracy, shedding light on its
historical background, philosophical underpinnings, and the
constitutional infrastructure safeguarding it.

The distinguished Principal, Dr. Swapan Kumar Misra,
commenced the seminar by delivering a lecture on Indian
democracy, providing valuable insights into its functioning and
significance. Following this, Professor Alok Ranjan Khatua, an
assistant professor in the Philosophy Department, shared a
philosophical perspective on Indian democracy, adding depth to
the discourse.Professor Jyoti Mitra, an assistant professor in the
Political Science department, contributed by presenting a
comprehensive lecture on the historical background of Indian
democracy and the constitutional infrastructure designed to
protect it. This segment provided attendees with a thorough
understanding of the evolution and protective mechanisms of
India's democratic framework.

Addressing the principles embedded in the Indian Constitution,
Professor Debashish Ray, an associate professor from the
Physical Education Department, delivered a speech that
highlighted the foundational values guiding the nation. The
significance of these principles in shaping the democratic ethos



was elucidated, adding a holistic dimension to the seminar.To
symbolize the commitment to the Constitution, Professor Ranita
Bain read the Preamble aloud as an oath in front of the students,
reinforcing the foundational principles that bind the nation
together.

Finally, Professor Jonaki Biswas, Associate Professor, and Head
of the Political Science Department, concluded the program with
a vote of thanks, expressing gratitude to all participants and
emphasizing the importance of constitutional values in shaping
the fabric of Indian democracy.

The Constitution Day seminar provided a platform for an
interdisciplinary exploration of the various facets of Indian
democracy, enriching the academic experience for both faculty
members and students. The diverse perspectives o�ered by
experts from di�erent departments contributed to a
comprehensive understanding of the constitutional framework
and its pivotal role in upholding democratic ideals.
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